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Definition of Academic libraries

A library that resides in a higher learning institution that supports the 
curriculum and research of the students and staff of the same institution.
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Background to UP Department of Library Services
● UP is ranked in the top 5 institutions in SA (URAP index)
● One of the oldest institutions in SA and provides a refreshing mix of 

academic traditions and progressive vision.
● 9 Faculty libraries across different locations

● Vision: To be the leading research library in Africa, internationally 
recognised for advancing inquiry, excellence in teaching and learning, 
and innovation for the great good.

● Mission: The Department of Library Services (DLS) will enable 
discovery, innovation, collaboration, and connect people with quality 
resources, expertise, and diverse spaces. We will support student 
success, enable research that matters, bring people together to 
experiment, explore and create new knowledge in accessible and 
enabling environment.
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UPDLS Values

…We foster an atmosphere that encourages diversity and lifelong 
learning in a welcoming and conducive environment We encourage 
international partnerships to achieve shared goals…
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Introduction

● Libraries are crucial in the academic success of students
● Libraries play an important role in educating researchers in 

handling their research inquiries and objectives. 
● Information literacy is a building block for research literacy
● Information literacy = active information users and problem 

solvers. 
● Self-guided learning is increasingly becoming important
● Experiential learning = learning and applying skills and 

knowledge gained
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Definition of Information Literacy

Information literacy is the means of identifying, accessing, organising, 
evaluating, interpreting, analysing, synthesising, and applying 
information.

It is one’s proficiency in the use of information resources
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Library Ethics

Ethical information literacy must be embedded in the use of the 
integrated library systems through library policies that:

● Shape the way resources are provided and services are offered.
● Shape the way the resources are handled. 
● Shape the way the resources and services are legally used. 
● Mold behavior of users towards information.
● Advance the policies and values of the library 
● Enable users to make informed choices
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Definition of Experiential learning

“Experiential learning is referred to as the process of extracting meaning 
from direct experience, i.e., “learning from experience” 
(Hajshirmohammadi, 2017:166).

Simply put, it is learning by doing
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Experiential Learning for Information Science

● Final year Information Science students
● Actively ‘work in the library’ on various projects during June/July 

recess
● Work in divisions such as: digitisation, collection building, 

bibliometrics, information needs analysis and retrieval
● Preparation and group presentation on work done during the 

experiential learning experience
● Sign off from library required
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Embedded librarianship defined

An embedded librarian is integrated in, actively participates and 
collaborates with users in a physical, and/or Virtual Learning 
Environment (VLE) to provide custom information products and services 
that suit the needs of the users.

It entails: active participation, integration, collaboration, innovation
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Embedded librarianship at UPDLS

● Proactive and continuous engagement with departments and users
● Active participation in course review and re-development
● Consistent use of terminology
● Use of templates for uniformity
● Information literacy modules
● User location and user needs (physical, distance, online)
● Multimedia content creation and maintenance
● Ask/Chat to a librarian
● Virtual and face-to-face assistance
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User eXperience

● Started as the DLS focus areas in 2020 and adopted as a unit in 
2021

● Specific challenges that users experience with the online library
● Study aimed at measuring user satisfaction levels with the online 

library
● Currently responding and adapting training in line with the feedback
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Knowledge of Learning Trends

The following are  important for the library in its active role to be an agent 
of information literacy.  First hand knowledge and application of trends 
are important for the the expectations of users and their needs.

● Digital technologies
● Neuroscience
● Information Ethics
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Digital Trends in Technology at UP

● EndNote
● Instructional system design software
● Electronic resource management system
● Copyright management
● Classroom management software
● Integrated search software
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Neuroscience

Is the study of thinking patterns in the human brain and 
it is important to acknowledge the fact that the human 
brain is not rule-based.  

UP published study on neuroscience:
De Boer, A.L., Bothma, T. and du Toit, P., 2011. 
Enhancing information literacy through the 
application of whole brain strategies.
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Adaptive Learning Approach

● Personalise learning through customisation
The adaptive learning approach looks at the:
● Content 
● Sequence 
● Guidance/instruction
● Keep learning style and level of difficulty in consideration 

(geographical, previous education/learning experiences from ‘home’ 
institution)
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Blended learning defined

● Blended learning is an “umbrella term”  to describe different learning models
● Used interchangeably with hybrid learning
● Combination instruction method
● Complement for face-to-face classes where web-based materials are 

provided
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Definition of Virtual Learning Environments

● “A virtual learning environment (VLE) is an online platform used for 
educational purposes. It encapsulates all the online environments that act 
as supplements to the course, whether they are online courses, reading 
resources and informational sites with stand-alone skill assessments, or 
other forms of virtual learning” (Open LMS, 2022:1).

● It is a web based platform for: structuring, managing, communicating, and 
delivering educational content and activities to a defined group of students 
for a specific module to enhance their learning experience.
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Factors in Instructional Design 

● Use and train experts 
● Collaboration between library staff and academics who are subject 

matter specialists
● Standardization of course material 
● Use of the standardized branding templates of UP
● Built-in best practices
● Storyboarding
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Instructional Design practices at UP 

● User-centered learning experience
● Micro learning
● Gamification
● Use of evaluation models 

In essence: The what, why, how, when, for who
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UPDLS Adoption of Hybrid Learning

● Information Specialists provide support for Teaching and Learning at 
UP

● Design subject-specific guides, general help guides, open access 
resources guides, and ClickUP (Blackboard) self-paced courses and 
modules

● Use of ADDIE model for instructional design & content creation



The ADDIE Model of Instructional Design

ADDIE model of Instructional Design 
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Self-Paced Library Learning Initiatives

● Libguides with multimedia content and activities (Alumni, Open Resources, 
subject-specific)

● Library ClickUP modules for undergraduates (AIM, Learning Centre, 
Engineering)

● Libby
● Slack
● Department of Information Science 3rd year Experiential Learning Project
● Mamelodi learners pre-admission university tutoring and mentoring 

programme
● New staff/ Research associates/ Postdoctoral fellows
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The UP library’s initiatives
Two different type of assessments is used to test the application of information skills: 
summative and formative assessment.

Summative assessment focus on evaluating a student at the end of an unit and 
benchmark the result, i.e. Medical 1st year students’ library intervention

Step 1 Provide activities & assess, use ClickUP & Video

Step 2 Teach by questioning, Use clicker app

Step 3 Students revise and apply

Step 4 Students have more than one opportunity to “master” the module 
and receive the full credits for the specific module
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The UP library’s initiatives

Formative assessments is when users receive constant feedback to 
improve and modify their learning 

● In-class/virtual discussions 
● Practical sessions
● Practical assignments
● individual topic assignments

 



Library ClickUP module example



Track statistics

Adaptive release



Assessment example



Blackboard Ally
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Slack for communication

● Dedicated channels for different topics, groups or teams 
● Web, Desktop and Mobile App versions
● Access to historic projects, teams and chats
● Direct messages to individuals or teams
● Individual mentions for easy following 
● File sharing
● App integration (e.g. Google Drive and Polly)
● Voice and video calling*





Personal Space for drafts



Polly in Slack

Polly in Slack
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Benefits of eLearning

● Accessibility (access from anywhere; learning takes place at user’s 
convenient location and time)

● Personalization
● Flexibility
● Trackability
● Microlearning (snippets of info, choose what you want to learn “bits 

and pieces of information”)
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Self-Paced Learning Outcomes

● Improve long-term recall/ knowledge
● Inform instruction
● Provide evidence of learning
● Reduce anxiety
● Build on content mastery
● Lifelong learning
● Reduced search/research time
● Improved quality of outputs (assignments, reports, etc)
● Digital-, Media-, Trans literacy
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Learning Center
● Basic Enquiries : Hybrid (physical, online, Whatsapp)
● Assignment support
● Database searches
●  Individual training
● Venue bookings (virtual booking system)
● FLY ,FLY Higher,  Education Innovation, Student Advisers, Tutors, SRC, Disability Unit 

and Faculties, etc.
● International student office to market and present library product and services, and 

establish user needs.
● evelopment and updating of the AIM library module
● Orientation week and other programs 
● Ask/chat to a librarian



Frequently Asked Questions
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Research Commons

● Basic Medical Sciences, Merensky 2, Education and 
Veterinary Libraries

● Research facility for Masters, PhD students, Postdoctoral 
Scholars, as well as UP Staff.

● Virtual support on various modes
● Information literacy and research literacy interventions
● It combines research and social space that contributes to 

social dialogue, scholarly exchange and intellectual 
development. 
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Information Specialists Training

● Awareness on library services and products
● Improving information discovery and information use skills 
● Training for academic courses with examination. 
● Subject-specific consultations (research interviews)
● Subject-specific database & information resources training
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Consultations with Information Specialists

There was a total of 12 540 consultation sessions with Information 
Specialists, Postgraduate students and staff members consulted more 
than the undergraduate students.  
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Information specialists answered a total of 4 668 short enquiries from postgraduate students from 
April to August 2020 resulting in a monthly average of 934 enquiries per month from postgraduates.
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Training Attendance

Postgraduate students attended more training than the other user groups during 
this period. 10 145 in total attended  training, inclusive of staff..
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Research Data Management: Figshare

3864 item downloads and 116 597 views.
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Subject guides navigation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kluV9NqptjI


Subject-specific guides



Subject-specific guide content examples



Alumni Guide



Open Resources Guide: Faculty libraries
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Subject Guide Views

155 published guides there was a total of 472 981 views.The highest viewed subject 
guides was:
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Top 10 most viewed subject guides
Guide Name        Total

Research Guide 175 438

Theology:  Old Testament and Hebrew Scriptures 47 691

Theology : Systematic Theology / Dogmatics 23 183

EndNote 22 062

Exam Papers 16 551

Theology & Religion:  Postgraduate Studies 11 498

Chemistry 9 687

Theology:  Historical Theology 8 777

Religion Studies:  Islam 8 663

Research Data Management (RDM) 8 653
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Lessons Learned
● Library must provide personalize learning for users
● Users must control the management of the content and choose their engagement
● Blackboard training is required
● Proper planning and implementation takes time
● Adaption to the current learning environment is important
● Constant feedback is important
● Multimedia content
● Accessibility issues need to be identified & resolved
● Information Specialists’ upskilling, Digital, Media literacies, etc.
● Library must play an active role and promote information literacy as an important component of 

learning content on first year level for accreditation points at the DHET
● Collaborations, partnerships, team work, and benchmarking
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WAYFOWARD

● High-Flex Learning Model for library instruction and self-paced learning
● How do we support the model with regard to research, teaching and learning
● Synchronous: Training in real time, virtual, instant, group, collaborative
● and 
● Asynchronous library services: Pre recorded training videos, learners complete 

training in their own time, flexible, cost effective, more groups accommodated for 
training, 
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